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Abstract: 13	

Multiple SARS-CoV-2 variants with altered antigenicity have emerged and spread 14	

internationally. In one lineage of global concern, we identify a transmitted variant with a deletion 15	

in its receptor binding domain (RBD) that disrupts an epitope which is conserved across 16	

sarbecoviruses. Overcoming antigenic variation by selectively focusing immune pressure on this 17	

conserved site may, ultimately, drive viral resistance.   18	

 19	

Main Text: 20	

The SARS-CoV-2 spike (S) glycoprotein is the target of protective antibodies and sole antigen 21	

delivered in widely deployed vaccines 1-4. Emergent variants (B.1.1.7, B.1.351, P.1) have 22	

independently acquired a common series of mutations that confer resistance to therapeutic 23	

antibodies and serum from infected or vaccinated individuals. Variant spread has been rapid. 24	

Reformulated therapies and vaccines are in development. Directing antibodies to conserved 25	

sites therapeutically, as a consequence of immune recall or via designed immunogens can, in 26	
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theory, overcome antigenic variation. These strategies rely upon sites that slowly, if ever, accrue 27	

diversity. We identify a transmitted B.1.1.7 variant with a deletion in a site of pan-sarbecoviruses 28	

conservation. This deletion disrupts the binding of an antibody that engages both SARS-CoV 29	

and SARS-CoV-2. The acquisition of antigenic novelty in S glycoprotein has been recurrent and 30	

convergent. By extension conservation at this site may not persist.  31	

 32	

Using sequences deposited in the GISAID database5, we have monitored variants of concern 33	

for the acquisition of additional epitope-altering mutations. We identified a transmission cluster 34	

of six identifiably different individuals that share a nine-nucleotide deletion within the S gene 35	

encoding the RBD. These viruses belong to the B.1.1.7 lineage, which had already acquired two 36	

independent deletions in recurrent deletion region 6 (RDR) 1 (Δ69-70) and RDR2 (Δ144/145). 37	

Spread via human-to-human transmission is likely given the timing of sample collection, 38	

geographic proximity and the clustering of sequences within a phylogeny of contemporaneously 39	

circulating B.1.1.7 isolates (Fig. 1). 40	

 41	

The deletion removes residues 375-377 of the RBD. All three have been conserved for the 42	

duration of the pandemic. We examined their conservation among divergent sarbecoviruses, 43	

including SARS-CoV, bat and pangolin sequences (Fig. 2a). Among these isolates the three 44	

codons differ only by synonymous nucleotide substitutions suggesting selective pressures to 45	

preserve the identity of each amino acid. Residues 375-377 contribute to an extended surface 46	

that is broadly conserved among sarbecovirus (Fig. 2b) . This site is distal from the interface 47	

between RBD and its receptor angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) 7. In the “three RBD” 48	

down state of the S glycoprotein trimer, residues 375-377 form a β-strand which is recessed and 49	

facing inward to the trimer 3-fold axis of symmetry. Sampling of “RBD-up” conformations and 50	

receptor engagement exposes this site. 51	

 52	
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Despite its transient exposure, the conserved surface is immunogenic. A number of reported 53	

antibodies, isolated from different donors, engage this site and can bind/neutralize other 54	

sarbecoviruses. Antibody CR3022, elicited by a SARS-CoV infection during the 2003-2004 55	

outbreak, initially defined this antibody class and their common epitope 8-10 (Fig. 2b). These 56	

antibodies inhibit viral replication but have limited neutralization potency in single round infection 57	

assays 11-13. CR3022, like others makes direct contacts with residues 375-377. We introduced 58	

Δ375-377 into an S glycoprotein expression construct and detected expression by indirect 59	

immunofluorescence using an N-terminal domain binding antibody, 4A814. The formation of 60	

multinucleated, syncytia demonstrates S-Δ375-377 remains a functional membrane fusogen 61	

(Fig. 2c). However, the deletion abolishes CR3022 binding. While evolutionary conserved, this 62	

site is mutable and a single mutation event results in antibody escape.  63	

 64	

SARS-CoV-2 only recently crossed into humans. Mounting evidence suggests that specific 65	

variants of concern have evolved some resistance to dominant humoral responses. Specifically 66	

how SARS-CoV-2 will adapt to immune pressures imposed by a human antibody repertoire is to 67	

be determined. This transmitted variant, with a deletion at an otherwise conserved site 68	

demonstrates that antigenic stability in animal species may not always extend to humans. 69	

 70	

Focused genetic surveillance has not identified additional Δ375-377-linked cases. The virus was 71	

sufficiently fit to transmit between at least five individuals and to define their viral consensus 72	

sequences. This early period of S evolution has been defined by recurrent, convergent 73	

evolution. Many defining mutations in current variants of concern are identical or functionally 74	

equivalent. The alteration of a conserved epitope by Δ375-377 not only represents an additional 75	

antigenic step in a variant of concern (B.1.1.7), but also demonstrates a capacity of this site to 76	

acquire antibody resistance rapidly.    77	

 78	
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The emergence of variants of concern and their continued evolution demonstrate that S is not 79	

as antigenically stable as initially hypothesized 15,16. Second generation vaccines may 80	

selectively focus antibodies to conserved epitopes, either by design or as a consequence of 81	

recalling responses from immunologic memory. The conserved site tolerates both S-Δ375-377 82	

and mutations about its periphery 17-20. It may not be a suitable target for therapeutic antibodies 83	

or immune focusing immunogens. 84	

 85	
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Methods 99	

Materials and Methods 100	

 101	

Sequence analysis: 102	

Sequences were obtained from the publicly available GISAID database 5 and acknowledged in 103	

supporting Table 1. Sequence analysis was performed in Geneious (Biomatters, New Zealand). 104	

To identify deletion variants in S gene, sequences were mapped to NCBI reference sequence 105	

MN985325 (SARS-CoV-2/human/USA/WA-CDC-WA1/2020), the S gene open reading frame 106	

was extracted, remapped to reference and parsed for deletions using a search for gaps 107	

function.  108	

 109	

All sequences were aligned in MAFFT 21,22 and adjusted manually for consistency. To evaluate 110	

the phylogenetic relationships between S-Δ375-377 variants and isolates from 111	

contemporaneously circulating B.1.1.7 we obtained sequences of B.1.1.7 variants from the 112	

United Kingdom from samples that were obtained from Mid-late December 2020. The first 113	

sequenced B.1.1.7 isolate hCoV-19/England/MILK-9E2FE0/2020 (EPI_ISL_581117), was 114	

included. FastTree 23 was used to generate a preliminary phylogeny. Branches from a node 115	

containing S-Δ375-377 variants were extracted and along with hCoV-19/England/MILK-116	

9E2FE0/2020 (EPI_ISL_581117) were re-aligned. The final Maximum- Likelihood phylogenetic 117	

trees were calculated using RAxML 24 using a general time reversible model with optimization of 118	

substitution rates (GTR GAMMA setting), starting with a completely random tree, using rapid 119	

Bootstrapping and search for best-scoring ML tree with 10,000 bootstraps of support performed. 120	

The phylogeny of sarbecoviruses used the indicated sequences and were produced using 121	

RAxML 24 with the same parameters as above.  122	

 123	
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Cell lines:  124	

Human 293F cells were maintained at 37° Celsius with 5% CO2 in FreeStyle 293 Expression 125	

Medium (ThermoFisher) supplemented with penicillin and streptomycin.  Vero E6 cells were 126	

maintained at 37° Celsius with 5% CO2 in high glucose DMEM (Invitrogen) supplemented with 127	

1% (v/v) Glutamax (Invitrogen) and 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen).  128	

 129	

Recombinant IgG expression and purification:  130	

The heavy and light chain variable domains of 4A8 14 and CR3022 8 were synthesized by 131	

Integrated DNA Technologies (Coralville, Iowa) and cloned into a modified human pVRC8400 132	

expression vector encoding for full length human or mouse IgG1 heavy chains and human 133	

kappa light chains 25. IgGs were produced by polyethylenimine (PEI) facilitated, transient 134	

transfection of 293F cells that were maintained in FreeStyle 293 Expression Medium. 135	

Transfection complexes were prepared in Opti-MEM and added to cells. Five days post-136	

transfection supernatants were harvested, clarified by low-speed centrifugation, adjusted to pH 137	

5 by addition of 1 M 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES) (pH 5.0), and incubated 138	

overnight with Pierce Protein G agarose resin (Pierce, ThermoFisher). The resin was collected 139	

in a chromatography column, washed with a column volume of 100 mM sodium chloride 20 mM 140	

(MES) (pH 5.0) and eluted in 0.1 M glycine (pH 2.5) which was immediately neutralized by 1 M 141	

TRIS(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (pH 8). IgGs were then dialyzed against phosphate 142	

buffered saline (PBS) pH 7.4. 143	

 144	

Cloning and transfection of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein deletion mutants:  145	

S-Δ375-377 was generated in HDM_SARS2_Spike_del21_D614G 26 a plasmid containing 146	

SARS-CoV-2 S protein lacking the 21 C-terminal amino acids. 147	

HDM_SARS2_Spike_del21_D614G  was a gift from Jesse Bloom (Addgene plasmid # 158762; 148	

http://n2t.net/addgene:158762; RRID:Addgene_158762). The region containing amino acids 149	
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375-377 was excised using appropriate restriction enzymes and replaced by a synthetically 150	

generated gBlock (Integrated DNA Technologies) with amino acids 375-377 deleted. The 151	

Gibson Assembly reaction, transformations, clone screening, plasmid DNA preparation and 152	

transfections were performed as described previously 6 153	

 154	

Indirect immunofluorescence: 155	

Indirect immunofluorescence was performed as previously reported 27. Cells were transfected 156	

with the SARS-CoV-2 S-Δ375-377 protein deletion mutant and controls. Primary monoclonal 157	

antibodies were 4A8 (mouse Fc; 1 µg/ml) and CR3022 (human Fc; 4 µg/ml), and secondary 158	

antibodies were goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor-568, Invitrogen, and goat anti-human Alexa 159	

Fluor-488, Invitrogen, both used at 1:400 dilution. 160	

 161	

Structure visualization:  162	

Structural figures were rendered in Pymol (The PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 2.0 163	

Schrödinger, LLC). 164	

 165	
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Figures: 249	

 250	

 251	

 252	

Fig. 1. Transmission cluster within the B.1.1.7 lineage with a novel deletion in RBD. a. 253	
SARS-CoV-2 genome sequences with a nine-nucleotide deletion at codons 375-377 (red 254	
branches) cluster together among contemporaneously circulating B.1.1.7 isolates (black 255	
branches). The maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree is, rooted on EPI_ISL_581117 and was 256	
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calculated with 10,000 bootstrap replicates. b. GISAID accession numbers	 and metadata from 257	
the six individuals. 258	
 259	

 260	
Fig. 2. Deletion of a conserved site abolishes CR3022 binding a. phylogeny of sarbecovirus 261	
genomes and nucleotide sequences of the deletion region. Differences from SARS-CoV Tor2 262	
are shown in bold and in red for codons 375-377. SARS-CoV Tor2 specific translation and 263	
amino acid numbering is above. The maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree was calculated with 264	
10,000 bootstrap replicates. b. A structure of SARS-CoV-2 bound with ACE2 (white) (PDB: 265	
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6M0J). CR3022 (6W41) (yellows) has been docked in by aligning ACE2 RBDs. The RBD 266	
surface is colored by conservation among the coronavirus isolates above using ConSurf 28,29 267	
and residues 375-377 are circled in cyan. S glycoprotein distribution in Vero E6 cells at 24 h 268	
post-transfection with plasmids encoding SARS-CoV-2 S-Δ375-377 or wild-type S glycoprotein, 269	
visualized by indirect immunofluorescence in permeabilized cells. A monoclonal antibody 270	
against the N-terminal domain of SARS-CoV-2 S protein (4A8; red) detects wild-type and 271	
mutant protein. CR3022 monoclonal antibody (CR3022; green) does not detect the S-Δ375-377 272	
mutant. Overlay images (4A8/CR3022/DAPI) depict co-localization of the antibodies; nuclei 273	
were counterstained with DAPI (blue). The scale bars represent 100 µm. 274	
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